MISSING WRAP LENS
(fixture remains / lens missing)

Please provide measurements from your existing fixture:

**EXISTING FIXTURE**
- Side A (Hook to Hook) _______
- Side B (Overall Width) _______
- Side C (Overall Length) _______

**NEW LENS INFORMATION**
- Side D (Height/Clearance) _______

“D” Measurement needs to provide ample clearance from lamp/bulb area to the lens. Typically, it is 1-1/2 to 2 inches in a standard lens, but please measure for accuracy.

Other Comments:

Fax this worksheet to the office nearest you or email info@lpsouthonline.com for a fast quote.

Clearwater Fax: 727-446-2451 | Orlando Fax: 407-398-1003 | Atlanta Fax: 404-355-6428